Opinion Resolution: Printer Accessibility in Future Expansions

Sponsors: Stephanie Hardin, Caruth Hall Representative
Co-sponsors: Jeffery Berk, BARS Representative

Recognizing: Austin College is going through an intense period of expanding the college, renovating old buildings and building new ones.

Acknowledging: Students print papers, notes, general readings etc. while studying. Currently, the Sally and Jim Nations learning commons in Ida Green do not have a printer accessible to students while studying.

Realizing: The process of putting a printer into a new area has proven to be difficult because of the lack of infrastructure to install a printer. Additionally, the various steps to
seek approval for a printer in a building can stretch over a long period of time prolonging the process.

**Be it resolved:** In the future when Austin College builds, expands, or renovates any academic setting or building, there must be a printer installed in a designated station accessible to students before the space is open to the Austin College community.